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ABSTRACT
An analysis of the currently known exoplanets in the habitable zones (HZs)
of their host stars is of interest in both the wake of the NASA Kepler mis-
sion and with prospects for expanding the known planet population through
future ground- and space-based projects. In this paper we compare the em-
pirical distributions of the properties of stellar systems with transiting planets
to those with transiting HZ planets. This comparison includes two categories:
confirmed/validated transiting planet systems, and Kepler planet and candidate
planet systems. These two categories allow us to present quantitative analyses
on both a conservative dataset of known planets and a more optimistic and nu-
merous sample of Kepler candidates. Both are subject to similar instrumental
and detection biases, and vetted against false positive detections. We examine
whether the HZ distributions vary from the overall distributions in the Kepler
sample with respect to planetary radius as well as stellar mass, effective temper-
ature, and metallicity. We find that while the evidence is strongest in suggesting
a difference between the size distributions of planets in the HZ and the overall
size distribution, none of the statistical results provide strong empirical evidence
for HZ planets or HZ planet-hosting stars to be significantly different from the
full Kepler sample with respect to these properties.
Subject headings: astrobiology – astronomical databases: miscellaneous – plane-
tary systems
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1. Introduction
The announcement of the validation of over 800 Kepler Objects of Interest (KOIs)
through multiplicity validation (Lissauer et al. 2014; Rowe et al. 2014) roughly doubles the
existing number of confirmed/validated1 exoplanets in the catalog. At the current time more
than 1900 confirmed or validated exoplanets are known (Wright et al. 2011; Akeson et al.
2013; Mullally et al. 2015). It is now estimated that Earth-sized planets or smaller occur
more frequently than their Jupiter-sized or larger counterparts (Dressing & Charbonneau
2013), with exoplanet detection missions like NASA’s Kepler space telescope having expanded
detections down to the regime of Earth-size planets orbiting stars at distances comparable
to the Earth–Sun separation. In addition, planetary orbits are now found to exist in a wide
range of eccentricities, with the range increasing for larger orbital distances (Kane et al.
2012).
We examine the planets detected by the Kepler mission, with particular attention paid
to planets estimated to spend some fraction of their orbits within the Habitable Zones
(HZs) of their host stars. With the unparalleled sensitivity of Kepler instrumentation the
distribution of planets at this point is currently the most representative sample of the true
exoplanet population within Kepler’s detection capabilities. Several dozen confirmed planets
and over 200 KOIs with well-determined Keplerian orbits (hereafter “candidates”) are now
estimated to spend the entirety of their orbits within the most optimistic formulation of the
HZ. The boundaries of the HZ are defined in terms of the host stellar properties in Section
2.1, following the theoretical calculations of Kopparapu et al. (2014). Here we analyze the
distributions of planets within and outside their systems’ HZs, with respect to planetary size
and orbital period, as well as host stellar mass and temperature.
Since there is an inherent bias in transit detection due to the geometric probability
that a planet will transit along our line of sight, we use these transit probabilities to weight
the distributions in an attempt to partly de-bias the sample. The results are presented in
Section 3. No assumptions are made other than assuming planetary orbits are randomly
distributed in inclination angle, and that Kepler candidate planets represent true planet
detections. Accordingly, our “Kepler planets” include both confirmed and candidate planets
from Kepler. In doing so we rely on a completely empirical basis for comparing known
transiting HZ planets with the superset of transiting planets. Using the Kepler planets we
present statistical comparisons of the empirical distributions with respect to both properties
of the planet or host star and whether the planet lies in the HZ of its host star. We expect the
1We will refer to all known confirmed/validated exoplanets, including those detected by means other than
the Kepler spacecraft, as “C/V” planets.
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entire Kepler sample to represent currently the most complete sample of the nearby planet
population, in terms of planet size, orbital period, and host stellar mass and temperature.
By performing these statistical comparisons we hope to begin to answer whether the HZ
planets reflect this distribution, or whether there are statistically significant differences with
respect to properties of the planets or host stars.
Numerous works, including Petigura et al. (2013) and Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014),
have presented estimations of the occurrence fraction of Earth-sized planets in the HZ (often
termed η⊕). This paper does not directly attempt a similar estimation, but rather examines
what is currently available regarding the distribution of known planets in the HZ. The
statistical techniques used here are limited to empirical inferences and do not extrapolate
beyond the partial correction for geometric transit probability.
This study is motivated by results suggesting that planet radius exhibits dependence
on semimajor axis. Kane et al. (2013) use the major moons in our Solar System as analogs
for compact planetary systems, and with Kepler-detected planets predict that the sizes of
planets has at least a modest correlation with the size of orbit. Mordasini et al. (2012) use
the smaller maximum mass fraction of heavy elements in simulated protoplanetary disks
interior to 1 AU compared with the mass fraction further out to conclude that a planet of a
given mass will have a lower bulk density and thus larger radius the closer it lies to its host
star.
The spectral type of planet-hosting stars has a demonstrated influence on the orbital
evolution of planets (Bowler et al. 2010), suggesting that such a dependence might lead to
a difference in the planet rates in the HZ as a function of stellar mass and temperature.
In addition, host stellar metallicity has been shown to be positively correlated with the
occurrence rate of gas giant planets (Fischer & Valenti 2005; Johnson et al. 2010; Sousa et al.
2011), while metallicity shows little to no correlation with the occurrence rate of planets with
RP/R⊕ < 4 (Buchhave et al. 2012). It should be noted that Fischer & Valenti (2005) were
restricted by observational capacities at the time to so-called “Hot Jupiters,” with very short
orbital distances, and even the more recent Buchhave et al. (2012) results relied on a sample
that primarily contained planets with semimajor axes < 0.5 AU. Therefore, we would like
to examine firstly whether HZ planets, which extend the sample to larger orbital distances,
might preferentially exist around stars whose metallicity distribution is different from that
of planet hosts in general, by using the Kepler sample; and secondly whether in the “small-
radius” regime (here 1 < RP/R⊕ < 5 to limit ourselves to well-sampled regions of radius
space) the radius distribution of HZ planets is different from those of higher metallicity stars
(here super-solar), which should host giant planets more frequently than lower metallicity
stars (sub-solar).
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2. Methodology
2.1. HZ Boundaries
The HZ is currently defined as the region surrounding a star where a terrestrial planet
with an atmospheric pressure comparable to Earth can sustain liquid water on its surface.
This analysis makes use of the optimistic HZ (OHZ) determinations as described in Kop-
parapu et al. (2014). This HZ is based on the 1-D climate models originally described in
Kasting et al. (1993). These models assume that a planet would have an atmospheric pres-
sure matching that of Earth, and water in some form present on the surface. The HZ is
then determined by the distances the planet would need to lie from its host star such that
the surface water would be in a liquid phase. The Recent Venus (RV) and Early Mars (EM)
empirical limits, used to define the inner and outer bounds respectively of the OHZ, are first
described in Kopparapu et al. (2013), and most recently in Kopparapu et al. (2014).
The percentage of orbital time a planet spends in the OHZ (denoted tOHZ/P ) can be
calculated using a numerical method, described in Kane & Gelino (2012a). The star–planet
separation given the best known orbit is sampled at 1000 equally time-spaced points, and at
each is checked for whether it lies within the OHZ (hereafter simply “HZ”).
2.2. Geometric Probability of Transit
The probability for a planet to transit assuming isotropically oriented orbits can be
approximated as (Kane & von Braun 2008)
Pt =
(RP +R?) (1 + e sinω)
a (1− e2)
where a is the semimajor axis, e the orbital eccentricity, and ω the argument of periastron.
All distributions except for orbital eccentricity are weighted by the inverse of the transit
probability. For all further discussions except those concerning orbital eccentricity, “C/V”
will only refer to those confirmed/validated planets which have transit detections.
2.3. Removing Outliers from the Candidates
The current database of objects listed as candidate planets (Mullally et al. 2015; Rowe et
al. 2015) contains some caveats that have the potential to skew the distribution in unphysical
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ways. We impose two cuts to the data which are motivated both by the detection capabilities
of the Kepler spacecraft and peculiarities in the Kepler data processing pipeline:
1. RP/R? < 0.19. Mullally et al. (2015) note (see Section 7) that certain factors in data
processing may lead to planet radii being drastically overestimated, including, but
not limited to, misclassification of main-sequence stars as evolved stars. The specific
value for this cut comes from the maximum planet–star radius ratio found among all
confirmed exoplanets in the NASA Exoplanet Archive.
2. Orbital period < 1500 days. There are a handful of listed planet candidates with
orbital periods longer than the lifetime of the original Kepler mission. We impose a
simple cut to exclude those candidates which could not have had the possibility of at
least two observed transits.
2.4. Statistical Methods
For each sample we generate 10,000 simulations of planet size, stellar mass, and stellar
temperature distributions, each with a size equal to that of the HZ sample. The weighted
data are used as discrete probability distributions for the simulations. The full and HZ-only
simulations are paired and compared in pairs statistically using an Anderson–Darling test,
with the null hypothesis each pair of simulations is drawn from the same underlying property
distribution. From this we obtain a distribution of p-values, which has some proportion of
simulations with the p-value below some chosen value: for this paper, p < 0.01 and p < 0.05
are considered. This p-value represents the probability that a HZ subset could be drawn
by chance from the full sample and be at least as different from the full sample as what we
drew. The difference here is between the cumulative distribution functions of the planetary
or stellar parameter under consideration. We use this proportion to estimate how strongly
the evidence is against the null hypothesis, with a higher proportion providing a stronger
case of a difference between the overall and HZ distributions with respect to that parameter.
3. Discussion
Figures 1, 3, 5, and 9 show the transit probability-weighted distributions of both C/V
transiting planets and Kepler planets, binned according to selected system properties and
shaded according to tOHZ/P . Table 1 gives the number of planets in each distribution, along
with the weighted means and medians for each parameter. “HZ planets” here are those
planets which spend at least half their determined orbital time within the HZ. Most of the
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Fig. 1.— The distribution of transiting C/V and Kepler planets with respect to orbital
period. The data are shaded according to the percentage of time each planet spends in its
HZ.
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Fig. 2.— The distribution of all known C/V exoplanets with respect to orbital eccentricity.
The data are color-coded according to the percentage of time each planet spends in its HZ.
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Kepler planets do not have measured eccentricities; in this case, HZ planets will be ones
whose measured semimajor axis lies within the HZ.
Kepler candidate planets may only be confirmed or validated through methods such
as RV follow-up detection, transit timing methods (Fabrycky et al. 2012), the BLENDER
analysis to rule out false positives from eclipsing binaries or external light sources (Torres
et al. 2011), or multiplicity validations (Lissauer et al. 2011, 2012; Rowe et al. 2014). As
such, only candidates which have a transit and an applicable secondary detection can be
confirmed or validated. The resulting sample of C/V planets from Kepler are expected to
contain observational biases. For this reason we choose to restrict our statistical comparisons
to the Kepler planets, whose results are shown in the right panels of the figures mentioned
above.
3.1. Properties of the Orbits
We examine the occurrence rate of HZ planets with respect to orbital period (Figure
1). The planets in the C/V sample are heavily skewed toward short orbital periods, as to be
expected by the observational bias inherent both in RV and transit detections. We see very
few HZ planets, and all orbit within one Earth year. RV-detected planets are preferentially
closer in to their host stars, while Kepler planets are limited primarily by the time extent of
observations. The latter is not a sensitivity bias but rather a limitation from the length of the
mission. Therefore we expect the distribution of the Kepler planets to be more representative
of the exoplanet population (after transit probability weighting) out to the periods possible
with the mission. From the Kepler sample we see that HZ planets span nearly the entire
range of observed orbital periods, with a mean very close to one Earth year. This is also
consistent with the target selection of the Kepler mission, focusing on Solar-type stars whose
HZs in period space would be close to that of Earth.
The exploration of theoretical habitable conditions on planets in orbits which are both
highly eccentric and largely within the HZ can be found in the literature (Williams & Pollard
2002; Kane & Gelino 2012b), and the existence of such planets in the presently known
population warrants further consideration of this phenomena quite unlike what is observed
in the Solar System. The distribution of orbital eccentricities for all C/V planets (Figure
2) shows a wide range of eccentricities for planets which are estimated to have considerable
tOHZ/P values. In particular, 19 confirmed exoplanets with e ≥ 0.3 have tOHZ/¶ ≥ 50%.
Many of the Kepler planets do not have sufficient information about their orbits to put
constraints on their eccentricities; where they are undetermined, circular orbits are assumed.
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3.2. Properties of the Host Stars
3.2.1. Stellar Mass and Effective Temperature
We consider the distribution of HZ planets with respect to host stellar mass and effective
temperature (Figures 3 and 5). The C/V distribution has mean values that are sub-solar,
while the Kepler distribution means, despite also being sub-solar, are roughly consistent
within uncertainties with solar values. We attribute the latter to the selection criteria of
the Kepler mission, which contributes to both but dominates most the Kepler sample. Since
Kepler relies exclusively on photometry to detect planets, its flux limitations extend to much
fainter apparent magnitudes than RV survey stars. Therefore we expect the ability to detect
transits around faint stars (which in a volume-limited sample corresponds to later-type stars),
despite the focus of Kepler on solar analogs.
There is little evidence for differences between the distributions of masses of Kepler
planet hosts and HZ planet hosts (Figure 4). Only 1883 out of our 10,000 A–D tests return
p < 0.01. Even weaker is the evidence of a difference in the effective temperature distri-
butions, with only 1207 of the tests returning p < 0.01 (Figure 6). Based on these results
there is insufficient evidence to suggest that stars hosting HZ planets differ in mass and
temperature significantly from planet-hosting stars in general. Target selection for Kepler
stars and the biases therein might overwhelm any astrophysically motivated differences. This
ambiguity is likely exacerbated by the small sample size of currently known HZ planets.
3.2.2. Stellar Metallicity
While many of the Kepler stars have metallicities listed in the Kepler Input Catalog
(KIC), the reliability of individual metallicities is questionable. Dong et al. (2014) compare
KIC metallicities for a sample of Kepler stars with those obtained with spectroscopy and
find a systematic offset
[Fe/H]KIC = (−0.203± 0.002) + (0.434± 0.011) [Fe/H]LAMOST
with a resulting scatter of roughly 0.25 dex in the binned data. Dong et al. (2014) caution
that the resulting “true” metallicities using an inversion of this relation will be unreliable due
to an estimated ∼ 0.6 dex scatter. Nevertheless, we incorporate these values and associated
uncertainties into our analysis (Figure 7), allowing each random sample to vary uniformly
within the uncertainty range for individual metallicities. The uncertainties overwhelm any
potential differences in the distributions, with the evidence for a difference nonexistent: only
151 of 10,000 tests return p < 0.01 (Figure 8). This lack of evidence persists even when the
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Fig. 3.— The distribution of transiting C/V and Kepler planets with respect to host stellar
mass. The data are shaded according to the percentage of time each planet spends in its
HZ.
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Fig. 4.— The distribution of p-values from two-sample A–D tests between random samples
drawn from the entire distribution of stellar masses for Kepler systems, and a sample drawn
from the distribution of masses for only those Kepler systems with planets in the HZ. Each
sample is of the same size as the total number of Kepler HZ planets.
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Fig. 5.— The distribution of transiting C/V and Kepler planets with respect to host stellar
effective temperature. The data are shaded according to the percentage of time each planet
spends in its HZ.
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Fig. 6.— The distribution of p-values from two-sample A–D tests between random samples
drawn from the entire distribution of stellar effective temperatures for Kepler systems, and
a sample drawn from the distribution of temperatures for only those Kepler systems with
planets in the HZ. Each sample is of the same size as the total number of Kepler HZ planets.
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uncertainties are not considered. The lack of evidence for a metallicity correlation for HZ
hosts is consistent with the findings of Fischer & Valenti (2005) and Buchhave et al. (2012),
and is further corroborated when one compares the radius distribution of small-radius planets
(1 < RP/R⊕ < 5, see Section 3.3) around metal-rich hosts, compared with those in the HZ.
3.3. Properties of the Planets
We lastly examine the distributions of planetary radii (Figure 9). We see that in both
the overall and HZ distributions for the Kepler planets the mean size is between 2 and
3R⊕, with tails extending to Jupiter-sized planets and above. The C/V sample contains
many Kepler planets, with existing RV planets outside the HZ greatly biased toward more
massive/larger planets. From the results of the statistical tests (Figure 10) there initially
seems to be evidence one can reject the null hypothesis for a comparison of the candidate
overall and HZ samples at p < 0.05, with well over half (7158 of 10,000) of the tests meeting
the criterion. However, this result is likely due to the persistence of observational biases in
the low-radius and mass regime, since weighting cannot debias regions where no instances
of planets exist (in this case, in the HZ subset). As such, it is not clear that planets have
a significantly different size distribution solely on the basis of whether they lie in the HZs
of their host stars. To examine whether the tails skew the results of our statistical tests,
we repeated the comparison restricting ourselves to planets in the peak of the distributions:
1 < RP/R⊕ < 5. Then the number of significant results drops to only 2,781 for p < 0.05,
suggesting that the few outliers and lack of sub-Earth HZ planets have a major effect on our
statistical analysis.
To test whether metal-rich planet hosts might have statistically higher planet radii for
the Earth-sized through Neptune-sized regime, we restrict ourselves to planets between 1 and
5 Earth radii (1 < RP/R⊕ < 5) and perform a statistical comparison of planet radii around
metal-rich hosts with those of HZ planets (Figure 11). As noted in Section 3.2.2, the lack
of metallicity correlation is present here as well. The Kepler sample lends no evidence that
high-metallicity systems, which tend to host giant planets more frequently but otherwise
have a similar distribution of planet radii (Fischer & Valenti 2005; Buchhave et al. 2012),
have a different occurrence rate of super-Earths/sub-Neptunes from that of the Kepler HZ
planets.
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Fig. 7.— The distribution of transiting C/V and Kepler planets with respect to host stellar
metallicity. The data are shaded according to the percentage of time each planet spends in
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4. Conclusions
With the number of confirmed exoplanets surpassing 1500 and a candidate planet sample
from Kepler in excess of 3300, we now know of a considerable number of planets which spend a
large fraction of their orbits within the HZ. We have presented the distribution of said planets
and planet candidates as a function of properties of both the planets and their host sizes,
and explored the extent to which the most current sample of planets and planet candidates
has expanded the range of observed planet sizes, orbits, and planet-hosting stars. Despite
the wealth of knowledge from Kepler, there are still regimes of planet detection that are yet
unreachable, and only when these can be probed will we have a better understanding of the
true HZ planet population.
Several salient caveats exist with the current statistical analysis. Firstly is that the true
false-positive rate for the Kepler planet candidates is still not known precisely, and is still
evolving with the improvement of verification methods. It has been suggested (Santerne et
al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013) that the rate of false positives may depend on orbital period,
which in part might be due to the rotation rate of the Kepler spacecraft. Second, stellar
uncertainties are still higher for radii than for effective temperature (Akeson et al. 2013),
with many radial uncertainties being a large fraction of the determined radius. Since the
determined size of the planet is directly dependent on the determined stellar size, uncertain-
ties will propagate to the measured planet size, which from studies such as Lopez & Fortney
(2014) is a proxy for determining the bulk composition of planets within a factor of 2 of the
size of Earth, as well as the boundaries of the HZ (Kane 2014).
Study of the types of planets and stars that observations to date have discovered is
beneficial for the refinement of host stellar target selection. While the mean stellar size and
temperature for HZ hosts are centered roughly at solar values, HZ host stars in the known
sample have radii down to ≈ 0.5R. With the announcement of Kepler-186 f (Quintana
et al. 2014), an Earth-like planet orbiting an M-dwarf, along with the known higher prob-
ability of transit for HZ planets around later-type stars, there is motivation to search for
HZ planets around K- and M-dwarfs. Additionally, the presence of 19 confirmed exoplanets
with large orbital eccentricities (≥ 0.3) and at least ≥ 50% of their orbital time in the HZ
warrants further study of planets in eccentric orbits with respect to surface conditions on
the planet (Williams & Pollard 2002; Kane & Gelino 2012b), especially since the eccentricity
distribution of the Kepler candidates is as of yet undetermined but estimated to follow the
distribution seen in RV-detected planets (Kane et al. 2012).
Numerous works have been written concerning the robustness of planet formation the-
ories with the wealth of Kepler data (Rein 2012; Hansen & Murray 2013; Swift et al. 2013;
Chatterjee & Tan 2014). Chiang & Laughlin (2013) posit that with an in-situ formation
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theory, early-type main-sequence stars should generally lack rocky super-Earths at distances
analogous to the inner region of our Solar System (∼ 0.1− 10 AU). Consistent with this
prediction, the hottest star in the candidate sample to host a HZ planet with R < 1.5R⊕,
Kepler-371, has an effective temperature of 6038 K, placing it at the cool end of the F dwarfs.
Future work will explore the consistency of the Kepler data more quantitatively with respect
to theories of planet formation, with attention paid to the observable effects on the properties
of planets in the HZ of their host stars.
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